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Negative ion sources are used in a variety of research fields and applications such as in tandem type electro-
static accelerators, cyclotrons, storage rings in synchrotrons, nuclear and particle physics and in magnetic
fusion devices. In magnetic fusion applications, negative ion sources are a subset of a Neutral Beam Injector
(NBI) producing high power neutral beams which are injected into the Tokamak plasma. These fusion type
negative ion sources are large volume, tandem type (i.e., a discharge and an expansion chamber) and work at
low pressure (0.3 Pa). The plasma is generated typically by hot cathodes (heated filaments) or Radio-Frequency
(RF) antennas (Inductively-Coupled-Plasma discharges) standing either inside or outside the discharge. Neg-
ative ions are generated on a cesiated grid (which is called “plasma grid” in contact with the plasma) as a
byproduct of the bombardment of fast hydrogen or deuterium atoms. The negative atomic hydrogen (deu-
terium) ions are extracted through the plasma grid (PG) apertures by the high potential of an extraction grid
(first grid of the NBI’s electrostic accelerator), respectively. The negative ion current produced on the PG is
typically space charge saturated and a virtual cathode forms in front of the grid surface (the plasma potential
presents a minimum in front of the electrode, which limits the extracted negative ion current). The flux of
plasma particles (positive ions and electrons) impacting the PG controls both the shape and the magnitude
of the cathode potential. More negative ions may hence escape the PG surface in a plasma compared to an
hypothetical situation where the PG surface would be in vacuum. In this work, we simulate the extraction of
a negative ions beam from a magnetized ion source [1, 2, 3]. The model is a Particle-In-Cell algorithm with
Monte-Carlo Collisions (PIC-MCC). We show that the negative ion beam perveance P=I/V^3/2 is practically
invariant with respect to the simulated plasma density and as a result a given value of the perveance corre-
sponds qualitatively to a similar negative ion beam profile on the extraction grid (and shape of the plasma
meniscus, respectively). Furthermore, the extracted beam current may be scaled to any associated value of
the plasma density. Aberrations appear for a meniscus curvature radius of the order of the radius of the grid
aperture. These aberrations cannot be cancelled out by switching to a chamfered grid aperture (as in the case
of positive ions).
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